Biomass Power is Expensive and Depends on Taxpayer Subsidies that
Take Resources Away from Truly Clean Energy
The inefficiency of using forest biomass to generate electricity makes it particularly costly. In fact, biomass
power is California’s most expensive energy source. Biomass power plants rely heavily on regulatory incentives
and subsidies paid for by taxpayers and ratepayers. These biomass subsidies consume resources that would be
better spent on cheaper and truly clean solar and wind energy alternatives and the jobs they create.
Biomass power is California’s most expensive energy source.
Incinerating trees is a highly inefficient way to make electricity, which makes it very expensive. In fact, biomass
power is the most expensive of California’s common electricity sources. 1 In 2018, the levelized cost of biomass
power averaged $166 per megawatt hour compared to $49 per megawatt hour for photovoltaic solar and $57 for
wind. 2
Biomass power plants in California are not competitive with other electricity sources and depend on being
propped up by state policies.
As of 2019, there were 23 bioenergy power plants operating in California fueled by wood and other biomass 3
which contribute less than 2% of the state’s total electric power. 4 Many California bioenergy power plants have
been closed or idled since the peak of more than 60 plants in the 1980s because bioenergy is not competitive
with other energy sources. 5 Because biomass energy is expensive and inefficient, bioenergy power plants depend
heavily on regulatory incentives and subsidies in order to be economically viable.
Recent legislation has required electric utilities to purchase electricity from bioenergy power plants at high costs
that are passed on to customers. In 2012 under SB 1122 (Rubio), California required public utilities to
collectively purchase 250 MW (megawatts) of electricity from bioenergy plants, including 50 MW from forestsourced woody biomass. 6 As a result, in 2014, the Public Utilities Commission established the BioMAT
program (Bioenergy Market Adjusting Tariff), a feed-in-tariff that effectively requires California’s three
investor-owned utilities—PG&E, SCE, and SDG&E—to purchase bioenergy at a price set by the CPUC. In
other words, it provides a guaranteed above-market price to bioenergy facilities less than 5 MW in size. This is
effectively a subsidy to bioenergy plants, the cost of which is passed through to ratepayers.
In 2016, SB 859 required that all utilities serving more than 100,000 customers must collectively procure 125
MW of power from existing bioenergy plants for which 80% of the biomass feedstock must be a byproduct of
“sustainable” forestry management—defined as any logging other than clearcutting—60% of which must derive
from Tier 1 and Tier 2 high hazard zones. 7
Also in 2016, the CPUC initiated the BioRAM program (Bioenergy Renewable Auction Mechanism), which
requires California’s three investor-owned utilities to collectively procure at least 50 MW of biomass energy and
to pay above-market rates for that electricity, provided that at least 50% of a biomass facility’s feedstock derives
from wildfire high-hazard zones (HHZs). This proportion was raised to 60% in 2018, and 80% for 2019 and
beyond. However, because this program does not distinguish between forest thinning projects and commercial
logging, so long as the wood comes from hazard zone areas, the majority of the material comes from
commercial timber operations and lumber mills.

Californians bear the costs of propping up the biomass industry.
California lawmakers provide subsidies to the biomass industry without directly using state funds in two ways:
by including biomass energy under the Renewable Portfolio Standard and through legislation requiring electric
utilities to purchase forest-sourced biomass power. Californians wind up shouldering the cost of these subsidies
when they pay for the high cost of biomass power through their electricity bills. Meanwhile, lawmakers claim
that they are addressing forest fire without allocating any actual funds for community wildfire protection.
For comparison, the average wholesale price of power on the California grid is $50 per megawatt hour (Mwh). 8
The price for forest biomass energy through the BioMAT program is four times as much—$199.72 per Mwh
based on the price cap set by the Public Utilities Commission 9—and more than twice as much through the
BioRAM program at $115 per Mwh. 10 In practice, California residents and electric utility ratepayers are
subsidizing forest biomass facilities at a rate of $150 per Mwh above market price through the BioMAT
program, and $65 per Mwh above market price through the BioRAM program. Furthermore, BioMAT power is
four times as expensive as photovoltaic solar power and 3.5 times as expensive as wind power. BioRAM power is
more than twice as expensive as solar or wind power.
California policies that incentivize forest bioenergy divert resources away from truly clean energy solar and
wind energy and the jobs they create.
State policies that mandate that electric utilities purchase electricity from forest-sourced woody biomass divert
investment away from zero-carbon sources like solar and wind, impeding the urgently needed transition to truly
clean energy. Because the Renewable Portfolio Standard is used as the means for providing subsidies to biomass,
every increase in biomass energy means a direct reduction in the amount that utilities companies invest in solar
or wind power.
In addition, costly forest thinning projects to fuel biomass power plants are heavily dependent on taxpayer
subsidies. On national forests, the federal timber sale program operates at a net loss to taxpayers of nearly $2
billion each year. 11 In California, the state government subsidizes tree-cutting in various ways, including a
billion dollars over five years allocated by SB 901. These resources were intended to increase public safety during
wildfires. Instead of first paying for the forest projects and then paying a second time to burn the residues in
biomass facilities, these resources would be much more effectively used to directly help communities implement
wildfire-safety actions right around houses, with vastly greater public safety benefits.
Redirecting resources to home fire safety work and solar and wind energy would also be better for job creation,
bolstering rural communities. While bioenergy proponents tout biomass power plants as a source of jobs, the
reality is that these facilities are highly automated, so they produce few jobs for the massive subsidies necessary
to prop them up. In contrast, fire-safety work directed at homes and the zone right around them requires much
more intensive involvement by well-trained workers, and thus generates far more jobs per dollar spent. One
study found that an equal amount of government investment could produce two to three times as many jobs—
and better paying jobs—if those funds were used to support fire-safety work right around homes rather than
subsidizing forest-cutting projects to fuel biomass power plants. 12 In addition, solar and wind energy are driving
massive job creation with relatively high, family-sustaining wages. 13
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